
TITLE:

Setting: The time and place a story takes place (helps build background, set the tone, and creates a mood).

Title Significance:

Context:

Location:

Time of Day:

Time of Year:

Time in History:

Characters: The people, animals, or creatures in a story (Characterization is the way in which an author shows the
personality of a character; the technique used to make characters "come to life").

Protagonist: Character Motivation (What motivates them and why?):

Antagonist(s): Character Motivation (Reasons for character's actions):

Other(s): (Relationships with other characters? Needs? Behaviors? Role in plot? Morality?):

Plot: The series of events that make up a story.

Beginning (Exposition & Rising action):

Middle (the turning point/most-intense moment):

End (Falling action following the climax and moving into the resolution):

Conflict: (A problem or struggle between two people, things, or ideas; character vs character, character vs nature,
character vs society, character vs self).

Resolution: (The point at which the problem or struggle is solved.)
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